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ABSTRACT
Steel-concrete composite flexural members are widely adopted in the construction of
bridges and buildings. For the advancement of steel-concrete composite construction
techniques, bonding of steel girder and precast concrete slab at their interface using
epoxy-based adhesive to construct bonded steel-concrete composite flexural members
(BFMs) is being explored as an alternative to mechanical shear connectors. Adaptation of
adhesive bonded connection is only possible when the behavior of interfacial connection
has been examined in every aspect. Concrete in continuous BFMs experiences tensile
creep at internal supports and compressive creep in the span under sustained load.
Research on BFMs is in its preliminary stage. Among various unexplored aspects
of BFMs, some of which have been addressed here are: (i) long-term behavior of
continuous BFM, (ii) tensile strength of concrete under tensile creep, (iii) effect of
location of load on shear lag behavior, (iv) behavior of bond connection and (v) analytical
formulas of slip and shear stress in bond layer.
In the present research work, first, a relationship between effective tensile strength
of concrete and creep coefficient is proposed, which is valid for flexural members under
sustained load. Using the proposed relationship, a computationally efficient effective
modulus method based procedure to predict the long-term behavior of mechanically
connected steel-concrete composite flexural members using three-dimensional (3D) finite
element (FE) analysis has been proposed.
Next, an experimental program to select an epoxy based adhesive suitable for
BFMs has been presented. Then after, short-term and long-term full-scale experiments on
BFMs have been presented. The research work also presents 3D FE models to predict
short-term and long-term behavior of BFMs.
iv

Further, a numerical study on shear lag and effective width of BFMs has been
presented. The study focuses on effect of location of load on shear lag and effective width
for (a) deflection at service load, (b) maximum stress at service load and (c) plastic
analysis at ultimate load.
Present research work also includes numerical investigation on adhesive bond
layer of BFM in order to understand the effect of load proportion factor, loading
arrangement, concrete slab width, concrete slab thickness and Young’s modulus of
adhesive. This investigation focuses on variation of shear and normal stresses and strains
along the length at service load and ultimate load.
Also, the present research work presents analytical solutions to interfacial slip of
BFMs at service load for common load and boundary conditions, which can be used for
preliminary design. The presented analytical solutions have been validated with the help
of 3D FE analysis.
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concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
Figure 5.8

Two-position mid-width patch loading arrangement (LA-B1) (a) plan,

114

(b) modeled quarter in plan, (c) lateral variation of ε+z (x, 0.00, 0.00) and
σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00) in top fiber of concrete slab at mid-span, (d) varaition
in λε and λσ with LPFs, (e) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber
of concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
Figure 5.9

Two-position full-width strip loading arrangement (LA-B2) (a) plan,
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(b) modeled quarter in plan, (c) lateral variation of ε+z (x, 0.00, 0.00) and
σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00) in top fiber of concrete slab at mid-span, (d) varaition
in λε and λσ with LPFs, (e) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber
of concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
Figure 5.10

Two-position outer-width strip loading arrangement (LA-B3) (a) plan,
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(b) modeled quarter in plan, (c) lateral variation of ε+z (x, 0.00, 0.00) and
σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00) in top fiber of concrete slab at mid-span, (d) varaition
in λε and λσ with LPFs, (e) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber
of concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
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Figure 5.11

Two- position edge patch loading arrangement (LA-B4) (a) plan, (b)

117

modeled quarter in plan, (c) lateral variation of ε+z (x, 0.00, 0.00) and
σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00) in top fiber of concrete slab at mid-span, (d) varaition
in λε and λσ with LPFs, (e) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber
of concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
Figure 5.12

Mid-span mid-width patch loading arrangement (LA-C1) (a) plan, (b)
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modeled quarter in plan, (c) lateral variation of ε+z (x, 0.00, 0.00) and
σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00) in top fiber of concrete slab at mid-span, (d) varaition
in λε and λσ with LPFs, (e) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber
of concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
Figure 5.13

Mid-span full-width strip loading arrangement (LA-C2) (a) plan, (b)
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modeled quarter in plan, (c) lateral variation of ε+z (x, 0.00, 0.00) and
σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00) in top fiber of concrete slab at mid-span, (d) varaition
in λε and λσ with LPFs, (e) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber
of concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
Figure 5.14

Mid-span outer-width strip loading arrangement (LA-C3) (a) plan, (b)

120

modeled quarter in plan, (c) lateral variation of ε+z (x, 0.00, 0.00) and
σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00) in top fiber of concrete slab at mid-span, (d) varaition
in λε and λσ with LPFs, (e) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber
of concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
Figure 5.15

Mid-span edge patch loading arrangement (LA-C4) (a) plan, (b)
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modeled quarter in plan, (c) lateral variation of ε+z (x, 0.00, 0.00) and
σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00) in top fiber of concrete slab at mid-span, (d) varaition
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in λε and λσ with LPFs, (e) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber of
concrete slab at LPF = 0.40, (f) contour plot of σ +z (x, 0, z) in top fiber
of concrete slab at LPF = 1.00
Figure 5.16

Variation of  and  with eL/B, observed at centroid of elements, in
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top surface of concrete slab at mid-span at LPF = 0.40 and 1.00
Figure 5.17

-dimensional state of (a) strain and (b) stress
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Figure 5.18

Effective width for bending moment capacity at ultimate load in CFM
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(Nie et al. 2008)
Figure 5.19

Effective width for different loading arrangements in top surface of
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concrete slab at mid-span at LPF = 0.40
Figure 5.20

Effective width for different loading arrangements in top surface of the
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concrete slab at mid-span at LPF = 1.00
Figure 6.1

Bonded flexure members steel-concrete composite flexure members
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(BFM)
Figure 6.2

Geometric details of BFM1; (a) side view and (b) cross-sectional view
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Figure 6.3

Variations of normal and shear stresses and strains along the length at
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different LPFs
Figure 6.4

Plans of the BFMs with different loading conditions varying
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longitudinally (a) mid-span mid-width patch loading arrangement
(LA1, BFM1), (b) two-position mid-width patch loading arrangement
(LA2, BFM2) and (c) full-length mid-width strip loading arrangement
(LA3, BFM3)
Figure 6.5

Variations of normal and shear stresses and strains along the length at
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mid-width longitudinal section of bond layer for different loading
arrangements
Figure 6.6

Plans of the BFMs with different loading conditions varying
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transversely (a) mid-span mid-width patch loading arrangement (LA1,
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BFM1), (b) mid-span full-width strip loading arrangement (LA1A,
BFM4) and (c) mid-span outer-width strip loading arrangement
(LA1B, BFM5)
Figure 6.7

Variations of normal and shear stresses and strains along the length at
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mid-width longitudinal section of bond layer for different loading
arrangements
Figure 6.8

Geometric details of the BFMs considered to study the effect of
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concrete slab width on the behavior of bond layer
Figure 6.9

Variation in normal and shear stresses and strains at mid-width
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longitudinal section of bond layer for different concrete slab widths
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Geometric details of the BFMs considered to study the effect of
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concrete slab depth on the behavior of bond layer
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Variations in normal and shear stresses and strains at mid-width
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longitudinal section of bond layer for different concrete slab depths
Figure 6.12

Geometric details of the BFMs considered to study the effect of
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Young’s modulus of adhesive on the behavior of bond layer
Figure 6.13

Variations in normal and shear stresses and strains at mid-width
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longitudinal section of bond layer for different Young’s modulus of
adhesive
Figure 6.14

Variations of normal and shear stresses and strains along the length at
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mid-width (y/b = 0.00), intermediate (y/b = 0.25) and outer-most (y/b =
0.50) longitudinal sections of bond layer of BFM1
Figure 7.1.

Composite flexure members; (a) bonded flexure members (BFM) and
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(b) mechanically connected flexure members (MCFM)
Figure 7.2

Vertical variation in strain and stress across a section in BFM
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considering effect of slip
Figure 7.3

Simply supported BFM with concentrated load at random location
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Figure 7.4

Simply supported BFM with concentrated load at mid-span
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Figure 7.5

Uniformly loaded simply supported BFM
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Figure 7.6

Propped cantilever with concentrated load at random location
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Figure 7.7

Propped cantilever with concentrated load at mid-span
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Figure 7.8

Uniformly loaded propped cantilever
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Figure 7.9

Fixed-fixed BFM with concentrated load at random location
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Figure 7.10

Fixed-fixed BFM with concentrated load at mid-span
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Figure 7.11

Uniformly loaded fixed-fixed BFM
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Figure 7.12

Geometric details of the RB (a) side view (b) cross-sectional view
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Figure 7.13

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for simply supported BFM
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with concentrated load applied at random location
Figure 7.14

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for simply supported BFM
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with concentrated load applied at mid-span
Figure 7.15

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for simply supported BFM
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with uniformly distributed load
Figure 7.16

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for propped cantilever BFM
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with concentrated load applied at random location (left end is fixed)
Figure 7.17

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for propped cantilever BFM
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with concentrated load applied at mid-span (left end is fixed)
Figure 7.18

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for propped cantilever BFM
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with uniformly distributed load (left end is fixed)
Figure 7.19

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for both end fixed BFM with
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concentrated load applied at random location
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Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for both end fixed BFM with
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concentrated load applied at mid-span
Figure 7.21

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for both end fixed BFM with
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uniformly distributed load
Figure 7.22

Variation of yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z) with z for simply supported BFM

173

with concentrated load applied at mid-span, comparison with
Jurkiewiez et al. (2011)
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LIST OF NOTATIONS

Notation

Description

b0

Width of the upper flange of the steel I-section

bei

Effective width of concrete slab on each side of upper flange

bi

Actual width of concrete slab on each side of upper flange

d

Cohesion of adhesive

d

Distance between centroids of steel and concrete elements

e

Eccentricity defined in CDP

eL

Distance of the centroid of the load from the mid-width

e(z)

Longitudinal strain at centroid of steel element

fys

Yield compressive strength of adhesive

f

cr

Tensile strength

f +u

Ultimate cylindrical compressive strength

k

Bond stiffness

l

Left segment

p

Hydrostatic stress

p

Effective hydrostatic stress

pu

Pressure intensity due to applied load at ultimate load state

q

Von-Mises equivalent stress

q

Von-Mises equivalent effective stress

r

Third invariant of deviatoric stress

r

Right segment

smax

Maximum slip in the BFM

s(z)

Slip between steel top surface and concrete bottom surface

v(z)

Shear flow in the bond layer

w

Uniformly distributed load
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wcb(z)

Longitudinal displacement of concrete slab's bottom surface,

wst(z)

Longitudinal displacement of steel-I section's top surface,

z

Distance along longitudinal

zc0

Depth of the neutral axis of the concrete slab from top at midwidth

Ac

Area of the concrete element

As

Area of steel element

B

Width of the BFM

Ba

Width of the bond layer

Bc

First moment of area of the concrete element

Beff

Effective width

Beff,u

Effective width for bending moment capacity at ultimate load

Beff,δ

Effective width for deflection at service load

Beff,σ

Effective width for maximum stress at service load

Da

Depth of adhesive layer

Dc

Depth of concrete slab

Ds

Depth of steel I-section

Dsc

Height of centroid of steel I-section from bottom

el

D0

Undamaged initial elastic modulus

Eit

Initial Young's modulus

EA

Young's modulus of the adhesive

FCDP

Yield function of CDP

FDP

Yield criterion of DP

GCDP

Plastic flow of CDP

GDP

Plastic flow of DP

I

Identity matrix

Ic

Second moment of area of concrete element about its centroid

xxviii

Is

Second moment of area of steel element about its centroid.

Kc

Ratio of the second deviatoric stress invariant

KDP

Ratio of the second deviatoric stress invariant

L0

Total length of the flexural member

Le

Effective span length of BFM

Ls

Span length of BFM

LLoad

Longitudinal location of load in general

Ml

Bending moment in left segment

Mc(z)

Internal moment of concrete element

Mr

Bending moment in right segment

Ms(z)

Internal bending moment of steel element

Mti(z)

Total internal moment in the composite cross-section

M(z)

Applied bending moment

Nc(z)

Internal longitudinal force in concrete element cross-section

Ns(z)

Internal longitudinal force in steel element cross-section

Nti(z)

Total internal longitudinal force in the composite cross-section

P

Applied concentrated load

Pu,EC

Ultimate load resisted by the BFM using Eurocode 4 (2004) for
each loading arrangement

Pu,FE

Ultimate load resisted by the BFM using the FE model

S

Effective deviatoric stress tensor

Ux

Displacements in X directions

Uz

Displacements in Z directions

X

Lateral horizontal distance from mid-width of bond layer

X, Y and Z

Directions along width of cross-section

α

A composite cross-section parameter

αu

Ratio of effective depth of PNA to total depth

xxix

αCDP,

CDP parameters

Beff,δ (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Effective width for deflection at service load at end support

Beff,σ (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Effective width ratio for maximum stress at service load at midwidth

βu

Ratio of effective width to total width

βCDP

CDP parameters

βDP

A Drucker-Prager parameters

βEC

Effective width ratio according to EC4

βδ

Effective width ratio for deflection at service load

βδ (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Effective width ratio for deflection at service load at mid-width

βδ (x, 0.00, L0/2)

Effective width ratio for deflection at service load at end support

βσ

Effective width ratio for maximum stress at service load

βσ (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Effective width ratio for maximum stress at service load at midwidth

βσ (x, 0.00, L0/2)

Effective width ratio for maximum stress at service load at end
support

γyz(0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Shear strain in bond layer element located at mid-width at midspan

γyz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Shear strain in bond layer element located at distance x from midwidth at mid-span

ε

Strain

(y, z)

Longitudinal strain

cb(z)

Longitudinal strain of concrete element's bottom surface

st(z)

Longitudinal strain of steel element's top surface

εpl

Plastic strain

ε̇ pl

Plastic strain rate

ε̃ pl

Equivalent plastic strain

xxx

ε -x(0.00, 0.00, 0.00)

Transverse bending tensile strain at top surface of concrete at midwidth at mid-span

ε-y (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Normal tensile strain in bond layer of concrete at mid-width at
mid-span

ε -z (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, 0.00)

Longitudinal bending tensile strain in bond layer of concrete at
mid-width at mid-span

ε -z (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, 0.48L0)

Longitudinal bending tensile strain in bond layer of concrete at
mid-width at support

ε+

Compressive strain in concrete

ε+f

Strain corresponding to f +u

ε+y (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Normal compressive strain in bond layer of concrete at mid-width
at mid-span

ε+y (x, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Normal compressive strain in bond layer of concrete at distance x
from mid-width at mid-span

ε +z

Longitudinal bending compressive strain

ε +z (0.00, 0.00, 0.00)

Longitudinal bending compressive strain at top surface of
concrete at mid-width at mid-span

ε +z (0.00, 0.00, L0/2)

Longitudinal bending compressive strain at top surface of
concrete at mid-width at end support

ε +z (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Longitudinal bending compressive strain in bond layer of concrete
at mid-width at mid-span

ε +z (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Longitudinal bending compressive strain at top surface of
concrete at distance x from mid-width at mid-span

ε +z (B/2, 0.00, L0/2)

Longitudinal bending compressive strain at top surface of
concrete at outer edge at end support

λ̇

Plastic loading factor

λε

Shear lag parameter for longitudinal bending compressive strain
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λε (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Shear lag parameter for longitudinal bending compressive strain at
top of concrete at mid-span

λε(x, 0.00, L0/2)

Shear lag parameter for longitudinal bending compressive strain at
top of concrete at longitudinal end of slab

λσ

Shear lag parameter for longitudinal bending compressive stress

λσ (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Shear lag parameter for longitudinal bending compressive stress at
top of concrete at mid-span

λσ(x, 0.00, L0/2)

Shear lag parameter for longitudinal bending compressive stress at
top of concrete at longitudinal end of slab

ξ

Ratio of depth of PNA to depth of neutral axis at mid-width

σ

Stress

(y, z)

Longitudinal stress in section at distance z from origin

σb0

Equibiaxial compressive strength of concrete

σc0

Uniaxial compressive strength of concrete

σt0

Uniaxial tensile strength

σ

Effective stress

σ -x(0.00, 0.00, 0.00)

Transverse bending tensile stress at top surface of concrete at midwidth at mid-span

σ -x(0.00, 0.00, LLoad)

Transverse bending tensile stress at top surface of concrete at midwidth at location of load

σ -x(B/2, 0.00, LLoad)

Transverse bending tensile stress at top surface of concrete at
concrete slab edge at location of load

σ -y (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Normal tensile stress in bond layer at mid-width

σ -y (0.50Ba, Dc + 0.50Da, 0.00)

Normal tensile stress in bond layer at outer fiber of bond layer

σ -z (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Longitudinal bending tensile stress in bond layer at mid-width of
bond layer

σ -z (x, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Longitudinal bending tensile stress in bond layer
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σ 0c0

Uniaxial compressive strength of adhesive,

σ 0t0

Uniaxial tensile strength of adhesive

σ+

Compressive stress in concrete

σy(0.00, Dc + 0.5Da, z)

Normal stress in bond layer at mid-width

σ +y (0.00, 0.00, 0.00).

Normal compressive stress at top surface of concrete at mid-width
at mid-span

σ +y (0.00, 0.00, LLoad)

Normal compressive stress at top surface of concrete at mid-width
at location of load

σ +y (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Normal compressive stress in bond layer at mid-width

σ+y (0.50Ba, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Normal compressive stress in bond layer outer fiber of bond layer

σ +y (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Normal compressive stress at top surface of concrete at mid-span

σ +y (x, Dc + 0.50Da, z),

Normal compressive stress in bond layer

σ +y (B/2, 0.00, LLoad)

Normal compressive stress at top surface of concrete at edge at
location of load

σ +z

Longitudinal bending compressive stress

σ+z,max

Maximum longitudinal bending compressive stress

σ +z (0.00, 0.00, 0.00)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at top surface of
concrete at mid-width at mid-span

σ +z (0.00, 0.00, L0/2)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at top surface of
concrete at mid-width at longitudinal end of BFM

σ +z (0.00, 0.00, LLoad)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at top surface of
concrete at mid-width at location of load

σ +z (0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress in the bond layer at midwidth

σ +z (x, 0.00, 0.00)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at top surface of
concrete at mid-width

σ +z (x, 0.00, z)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at top surface of
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concrete
σ+z (x, y, 0.00)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at mid-width

σ +z (B/2, 0.00, 0.00)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at edge of top surface of
concrete at mid-width

σ +z (B/2, 0.00, L0/2)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at edge of top surface of
concrete at longitudinal end of BFM

σ +z (B/2, 0.00, LLoad)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at edge of top surface of
concrete at location of load

σ +z,SBT(x, 0.00, 0.00)

Longitudinal bending compressive stress at top surface of
concrete at mid-width using simple bending theory

pl

σ̄ c(ε̃ c )


σ max
pl

Effective compressive cohesion stress
The maximum principal effective stress

σ̄ t(ε̃ t )

Effective tensile cohesion stress

τyz

Shear stress

τyz(0.00, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Shear stress in the bond layer at mid-width

τyz(0.25Ba, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Shear stress in the bond layer at quarter-width

τyz(0.50Ba, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Shear stress in the bond layer at edge

yz(x, Dc + 0.50Da, z)

Shear stress in the bond layer

a

Poisson's ratio of the adhesive

(z)

Curvature of the BFM

ψCDP

The dilation angle measured in p-q plane in high confining
pressure condition of concrete

ψDP

Dilation angle of adhesive
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation

Elaboration

B31

Two-node spatial shear flexible beam elements

BFM

Adhesive bonded steel-concrete composite flexural members

C3D8

Three dimensional eight node continuum elements

CDP

Concrete damaged plasticity

CFM

Steel-concrete composite flexural members

DP

Drucker-Prager

EC

Eurocode 4 (2004)

FE

Finite element

LA

Loading arrangement

LDP

Extended linear Drucker-Prager

LPF

Load proportion factor

MCFM

Mechanically connected steel-concrete composite flexural members

PNA

Plastic neutral axis

RB

Reference beam

SBT

Simple beam theory

VB

Validation beam
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